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Abstract —Online Social Networks (OSNs), which attract thousands of million people to use everyday, greatly extend OSN users’ social
circles by friend recommendations. OSN users’ existing social relationship can be characterized as 1-hop trust relationship, and further
establish a multi-hop trust chain during the recommendation process. As the same as what people usually experience in the daily life,
the social relationship in cyberspaces are potentially formed by OSN users’ shared attributes, e.g., colleagues, family members, or
classmates, which indicates the attribute-based recommendation process would lead to more fine-grained social relationships between
strangers. Unfortunately, privacy concerns raised in the recommendation process impede the expansion of OSN users’ friend circle.
Some OSN users refuse to disclose their identities and their friends’ information to the public domain. In this paper, we propose a trust-
based privacy-preserving friend recommendation scheme for OSNs, where OSN users apply their attributes to find matched friends,
and establish social relationships with strangers via a multi-hop trust chain. Based on trace-driven experimental results and security
analysis, we have shown the feasibility and privacy preservation of our proposed scheme.

Index Terms —Privacy, Online Social Networks, Trust, Social Relationship
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1 INTRODUCTION

Online Social Networks (OSNs) provide people with an easy
way to communicate with each other and make new friends in
the cyberspace. Similar to what people usually do in real life,
OSN users always try to expand their social circles in order
to satisfy various social demands, e.g., business, leisure, and
academia. In such cases, OSN users may ask for the help from
their existing friends to obtain useful feedback and valuable
recommendations, and further establish new connections with
friends of friends (FoFs). As several works [1], [2] indicates,
the social relationship on the OSNs is an asymmetric context-
aware trust relationship between two friends, by which we
consider the possibility of establishing a multi-hop trustchain
two strangers by using existing 1-hop trust of existing friends
on the OSNs. However, the recommendation process poses
several crucial privacy breaches in the cyberspace, such as
OSN users’ privacy concerns regarding their identities and
social relationships, as well as the recommended information
during the information exchange, all of which should be well
addressed. Otherwise, it would be very easy for malicious
users to perform serious cyber and physical attacks, such as
identity theft [3], [4], inferring attack on social relationships
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[5], and profile leakage [6].
We consider an example that Alice wants to find a cardiol-

ogist over some professional OSNs, such as PatientLikeMe1,
for helpful suggestions and preliminary diagnosis. On the one
hand, directly asking recommendations to strangers or a non-
close friend not only reveals Alice’s identity, but also reveals
her health condition and medical information. Even worse, tra-
ditional recommendation approaches [7], [8] applying identity
to recommend strangers will disclose OSN users’ social rela-
tionships to the public, which impede patients from utilizing it,
and also decrease the possibility of establishing the multi-hop
trust chain if one of OSN users on the chain returns a negative
result. On the other hand, current approaches cannot achieve
the fine-grained and context-aware results automatically,due
to the fact that OSN users have to determine the recommended
friends based on their own judgements on the recommendation
query. As in our example, Alice would like to ask for help from
her friends who work in a hospital, but not a truck driver. To
overcome the above issue, we consider the possibility of using
OSN users’ social attributes to establish the multi-hop trust
chain based on each context-aware 1-hop trust relationship,
where most of trust relationships are formed and strengthened
by the shared social attributes.

In this paper, we design a light-weighted privacy-preserving
friend recommendation scheme for OSNs by utilizing both
users’ social attributes and their existing trust relationships
to establish a multi-hop trust chain between strangers. In our
scheme, we jointly consider privacy leakages and preservation
approaches regarding the identity, social attributes, andtheir
trust relationships of OSN users during the recommendation
process. By trace-driven experimental results, we demonstrate
both the security and efficiency of our proposed scheme.

Related Works:
Privacy Issues in OSNs:Several existing works [3], [9],

[10] point out the potential security breaches on the OS-
Ns, where they consider adversaries’s attack to OSN users’

1. http://www.patientslikeme.com/
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identities, attributes, as well as their social relationships.
Fong et al. [11] propose an access model that formalize and
generalize the privacy preservation mechanism for Facebook.
Carminati.et al.also propose an access control mechanism for
the information sharing in web-based social networks (a.k.a.
online social networks) in [12], which jointly considers the
relationship type, trust metric, and degree of separation in the
policy design. The major difference between their scheme and
the work in [11] and ours is that they use the decentralized
architecture for the access control, which may incur potential
security breaches, like fabricating identity, attributes, and trust
information. Along this line of research, Squicciariniet al. in
[13], [14] use game theory to model the privacy management
for content sharing, which has the smiler idea as our design
in terms of providing privacy for social profile and attributes.
In particular, their work in [14] can provide automatic access
policy generation for users profile information. Mislove.et al.
in [15] discuss the possible inference on user profile based
on existing relationships, which also could be a very powerful
attack on identifying real identities using user attributes.

Trust Management: Comprehensive surveys [16]–[18] on
trust and reputation systems for online service provision and
mobile ad hoc networks describes the current trends and devel-
opment in this area. In the most recent survey [19], Sherchan
et al. summarize the trust management in social networks into
three aspects, trust information collection, trust evaluation,
and trust dissemination. They also discuss the propagative
property of trust, which can be used to create trust chains.
In our scheme, we assume the existence of propagative trust
among OSN users as the same as in [2], [20], [21]. In addition,
from the same source, we are along the line of discussing the
context-specific or context-aware trust between OSN users,so
that we can leverage it for establishing multi-hop trust chain
for users with specific attributes. Linet al. propose a peer-to-
peer architecture for heterogeneous social networks in [22],
which allow users from different types of social networks to
communicate. The proposed architecture also highlights trust
management in different types of professional social networks.

Friend Recommendation: In terms of discovering friend-
ships, Daly and Haahr in [23] discuss the establishment of
friendship chains using social attributes. Similarly, Chen and
Fong in [24] use trust factor in collaborative filtering (CF)
algorithm to recommend OSN users on Facebook, where they
analyze the similarity based on users’ interests and attributes.
One of their following work [25] has the same idea, but try
to use data mining approach to gather users’ information to
input to CF algorithm for recommendation. In [8], Dhekane
and Vibber discuss the friend finding problem on the Federated
social networks. However, the above works fail to consider
users’ privacy concerns on both identity and their social
attributes.

Privacy-preserving profile matching: Li. et al. [26] pro-
pose a privacy-preserving personal profile matching schemes
for mobile social networks, by using polynomial secret shar-
ing. In [27], Dong et al. design a secure friend discovery
scheme based on verifiable secure dot product protocol by
using homomorphic encryption. Due to their distributed ap-
proaches, both of the above schemes lack of the ability to
prevent active attacks when users change their attributes to
satisfy the query requirements. Our previous papers [28]–[30]
also discuss the private matching schemes in eHealth/mHealth
systems.

Our Contributions: Our major contributions are summa-
rized as follows:

• We utilize OSN users’ social attributes and trust rela-
tionship to develop the friend recommendation scheme in
a progressive way while preserving the privacy of OSN
users’ identities and attributes.

• We use OSN users’ close friends to establish anonymous
communication channels.

• Based on the 1-hop trust relationships, we extend existing
friendships to multi-hop trust chains without compromis-
ing recommenders’ identity privacy.

• Our trust level derivation scheme enables strangers to
obtain an objective trust level on a particular trust chain.

• Extensive trace-driven experiment are deployed to verify
the performance of our scheme in terms of security,
efficiency, and feasibility.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces our intuitions and preliminaries on the proposed
scheme. We describe the system and security objectives in
Section 3, along with the adversary model of our scheme. The
proposed scheme of the trust-based friend recommendation is
presented in Section 4, followed by the scheme evaluation in
Section 5 and Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Motivation
We first highlight our motivation on the trust-based multi-
hop recommendation process. To expand their social circles
or find a particular user, they may use their existing trust-
based friendships to help recommend friends. Traditional
approaches, like ID-based recommendation, recommend a
friend by returning a binary answer, “yes” or “no”, which
lower the possibility of finding friends of friends (FoFs).
From the perspective of social networks, most of this type of
schemes will fail to extend friendships more than two hops.
To increase the possibility of reaching more FoFs, we may
have to establish the multi-hop chain for the recommendation.
In corresponding with the observation from sociology, the
homophily phenomenon[31]–[33], OSN users may have social
relationship with each other based on their shared attributes.
Contrary to the ID-based recommendation, a viable solution
is to use each user’s social attributes for the recommendation,
which will help OSN users search friends in a progressive way.
Thus, our scheme is trying to help OSN users recommend FoFs
by the increased number of identical attributes hop-by-hop,
and establish a multi-hop trust chain between two unknown
users after the recommendation.

2.2 Definitions and Assumptions
2.2.1 Central Authority
The central authority (CA) is a fully-trusted infrastructure
that stores users’ social coordinates in its storage. It is also
responsible for system setup and generating public/private key
pairs to OSN users in the system. In our scheme, we require
an always-online CA to provide the recommendation service.

2.2.2 Trust Level
The trust level in our system is defined as the reliability trust
[16] with propagative property, and it is a numeric value
T ∈ [0, 1] between pair-wise OSN users, where0 denotes
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lowest trust level and1 represents the highest level with full
trust, respectively. We will useTu1.u2

to denote OSN user
u1’s trust level onu2. This property denotes that the end-
to-end trust relationship can be derived based on each link
value [34]. Note that the trust level in this work is also
defined as context-aware trust, in the sense that OSN users
will forward recommendation to different friends based on
different context-aware queries. Here, the use of context-aware
trust is as the same as our basic motivation by using attribute-
based recommendation, like forwarding request for searching
a doctor to someone who is a nurse.

2.2.3 Roles of OSN users
For the ease of description, OSN users are given different roles
in our scheme.

• Querier(Q): users who initiate the friend recommendation
process.

• Friend(F): users who are 1-hop away from each other
with established friendships.

• Recommender(R): users who are strangers to the querier
and willing to help the querier discover anonymous trust
chain.

• Destination user(D): the one that the querier is looking
for.

We note that the roles of friend and recommender will be
interchangeable in different stages of our scheme. However,
from the aspect of the querier, he/she has only one 1-hop
friend on one particular trust chain, but may have multi-
ple recommenders depending on the recommendation results,
where they are strangers to the querier. Meanwhile, OSN users
can bilaterally communicate with each other only if they are
friends, while they fail to exchange information if they are
strangers.

2.2.4 Social Coordinates
In our system, each user has a unique vectorA ∈ {0, 1}n to
represent his/her social attributes, e.g., age, gender, affiliation,
etc, where we name it as social coordinate, andn is the length
of the vector. The central authority defines a public attribute set
consisting ofd attributes,{A1,A2, ...Ad}. In each attribute,
CA assigns a unique vector to represent the attribute value,
e.g.,0010 denotes the user is a student, while0100 a faculty.
Then, recommenders can use the results of the dot-product
of two vectors to determine the similarity on attributes. We
assume that users’ social coordinates used for comparing the
similarity would uniquely identify one particular user. Inthe
following sections, we generally useA instead of usingAi to
denote an OSN user in our scheme.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

3.1 Network Model
We first give a brief introduction to the network model of the
proposed scheme. As shown in Fig. 1, apart from OSN users,
we have a central authority (CA) which is responsible for
parameter distribution. The basic assumption of our network
model is that there exists secure communication channels
between CA and each OSN user. The secure channels can
be set up by some authentication and key exchange schemes
[35], or by physically using encrypted phone or email. This
assumption guarantees the confidentiality of the information
distribution from CA.

Alice David

Bob Carol

Eve

Frank

Grace

Henry

Querier

Destination User

1-Hop Friends

Strangers

Recommending

Multi-hop Friends

Central 

Authority

Fig. 1. System Model.

3.2 Design Objectives
Our privacy-preserving friend recommendation scheme should
achieve two main objectives:

• Trust-based Recommendation
The multi-hop trust chain can be established by 1-hop
trust relationship between pairwise OSN users. Subjec-
tive trust levels impact the recommendation performance
between two OSN users.

• Privacy Preservation
– Social coordinate privacy: Since OSN users are rep-

resented as unique sets of social coordinates, directly
revealing one’s social coordinate vector would leak
his/her social privacy and further compromise the
identity privacy. We requires that both the recom-
mendation and trust level derivation process cannot
reveal OSN users’ social coordinates.

– Identity and network address privacy: It requires that
the identity and network addresses of both the querier
and recommenders will be hidden from each other.

– Trust level privacy: We treat the trust level as pri-
vate data since it potentially reveals information on
friendships and personal social circles. It requires
that the trust level between two 1-hop friends cannot
be revealed to others during the recommendation
process.

3.3 Threat Model
The threat model defines adversaries and their possible attacks
to the proposed scheme.

1. Type I adversary: They compromise OSN users’ identity
information and social relationship, and publish to the
public domain.
- The adversary steal OSN users’ identity information
and further launch attacks to their social relationships and
trust levels. To achieve these, they can collect and learn
the information regarding the particular trust chains, such
as previously used pseudonyms and messages exchanged
between friends. Moreover, adversaries can inject bogus
data or block users’ messages, which tries to prevent the
queriers from obtaining the correct aggregated trust level.

2. Type II adversary: This type of adversary uses known
MAC and IP addresses to track OSN users during the
recommendation process.
- When OSN users recommend friends based on the
query, the type II adversary tries to obtain their actual
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MAC and IP addresses, and it may to further use this in-
formation to locate or track the real identity of particular
OSN users.

3. Type III adversary : They launch impersonation attacks
on honest OSN users and deviate the recommendation
process.
- Adversaries forward recommendation queries to some-
one that does not satisfy the querier’s requirements or
even drop the querier’s requests. Especially during the
trust level derivation process, they can prevent queriers
from knowing the correct results.

4. Type IV adversary: Adversaries fabricate their own
social coordinates and social relationships, which may
cause the incorrect recommendation.
- They will claim they have some required social co-
ordinates as well as particular social relationships with
some OSN users who are more similar to the query in-
formation. They can also change their social coordinates
for malicious purposes, like compromising specific user
or obtaining the requirements of some users. In addition,
they will compromise honest OSN users’ social attributes
via their coordinate vectors.

We exclude several attacks according to our design ob-
jectives and assumptions. Due to the subjective values on
trust levels, we prohibit users from changing it depending on
the query and recommendation results. We also exclude the
attack launched by a global observer. For a large-scale social
network, it is infeasible for a particular user to monitor the
whole network except the central authority. Collusion attack is
also prohibited in our system because the trust relationships are
based on each hop, where users’ identities would be revealed
if 1-hop friends are involved in the attack.

4 SYSTEM DESIGN

4.1 Overview
We first give a brief introduction to our proposed scheme.
The main design goal of our scheme is to help OSN users
securely establish trust relationships with strangers viamulti-
hop recommendation process. By leveraging existing 1-hop
trust relationships, the proposed scheme enables OSN users
to extend their social circles while maintaining their identity
privacy. For example, imagine Alice(Q), is looking for a
cardiologist on a medical OSN as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2.
However, all of her 1-hop friends (Eve and Frank) do not
have the corresponding candidates to recommend. Fortunately,
one of her close friends, Bob(F), who worked in a hospital
recently, recommends to Alice his best friend Carol(R) for
further information. Then, Alice’s unknown stranger, Carol,
helps her recommend a cardiologist, David(D), who is an
acquaintance of Carol. Finally, although Alice and David are
strangers before the multi-hop recommendation process, they
are connected and form a trust chain via 1-hop friends.

4.2 Privacy-preserving Friendship Establishment
Different from traditional ways to establish friendships,we
design a privacy-preserving approach to set up the trust
relationships between two OSN users. In what follows, we
describe our approach by leveraging users’ closest friend sets
to enable the communication in a privacy-preserving way.
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4.2.1 System setup
To perfectly hide the identity and network address (IP or MAC
address) of an OSN user, we assume each OSN user has a
certain number of fully trusted friends,FC

ID, which will not
reveal any secret information of a user with the particular ID.
The assumption satisfies the circumstance in the real life or
OSNs with secure channels. For example, people may have
several closest friends whom they fully trustFC

ID ⊆ FID. In
order to hide the network address and identity, users can route
their packets to the destination via a specific trusted friend,
and thereby hide their identities with the help of their close
friends.

We first list the notations in Table. 1 and describe system
setup of the proposed scheme. Before the scheme runs, CA
assigns the ID-based public/private key pairs to each user
in the system. The parameter generation procedures are as
follows, and we adopt the scheme in [36]:

1. Input the security parameterξ to the system and output
a public parameter tuple(q,G1, G2, e, g,H).

2. Randomly select a domain master secretς ∈ Z∗
q and

calculate the domain public key asgpub = ςg.
where e is a bilinear mape : G1 × G2 → GT which
has the properties ofbilinearity, computability, and non-
degeneracy[36], [37]. CA publishes the domain parameters
tuple(q,G1, G2, e, g,H, gpub) and keepsς confidential, where
H(·) is defined before asH(·) : {0, 1}∗ → G1, and g is
a generator ofG1. Given a specific publicID ∈ {0, 1}l,
CA distributes the public/private key(pkID/skID) pair as
H(ID)/ς ·H(ID).

In our scheme, OSN users enable their close friends to
use their assigned pseudonyms in the communication instead
of real IDs. Similar to the approach proposed in [38], [39],
each OSN user assigns a set of collision-resistant pseudonyms
to his/her close friends to guarantee the anonymity during
recommendation process. We continue to use the previous
example to describe the parameter distribution process, and
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TABLE 1
Main Notations

Notation Description

Fu, FC
u Friend set and the closest friend set of a user

u
PSu.i Pseudonym set that the useru assigns to user

i
PSκ

u.i One of useri’s pseudonym that the useru
assigns, where1 6 κ 6 |PSA.i|

pku/sku Useru or pseudonym’s public and private key
pair

H , Ĥ, H0 Cryptographic hash function
ς, ςu Useru’s master secret selected by CA, where

ς, ςu ∈ Z∗

p

τu1.u2
Trust level commitment thatu1 evaluatesu2

Ψu1.u2
The certificate that useru1 issues tou2 for
storingu1’s encrypted social coordinates

Cu1.u2
The credential thatu2 uses to queryu1

A, Q User’s attribute vector and queried vector
Bu1, Bu2 User u invertible matrices used to generate

encrypted social coordinate

for the ease of description, we useQ(querier) andF (1-hop
friend) to represent Alice and Bob, respectively. In addition
to the scheme in [36], Alice gives to her close friends a
set of collision-resistant pseudonyms,PSQ.i = {PSκ

Q.i|1 6

κ 6 |PSQ.i|, i ∈ FC
Q} and the corresponding private keys

as skPSQ.i
= {skPSκ

Q.i
} = {ςQH(PSκ

Q.i) ∈ G1|1 6 κ 6

|PSQ.i|, i ∈ FC
Q}1. Note CA distributes the public/private

key pairs of the pseudonym sets to each valid OSN user
and ςQ ∈ Z∗

q is the master secret selected by CA for Alice.
Therefore, the close friendQ.i selected by Alice stores the
public/private key pairs of a set of pseudonyms for providing
anonymity for Alice.

4.2.2 Trust-based Friendship Establishment
Similarly, as a friend of Bob, Alice also obtains a set
of pseudonyms to ensure anonymous communication during
the recommendation process. However, different from close
friends, we require OSN users assign different trust levels
T ∈ [0, 1] to each one of their 1-hop friends and define a map
Q+ → Zq that maps the reliability trust level to an integer on
Zq. We apply Pederson commitment [40] scheme to preserve
the trust level between pair-wise OSN users. CA additionally
chooses a set parameters(p, g, h) and distributes them to OSN
users, wherep is a large prime and usually is 1024 bits,
g ∈ G1, h = ga mod p anda is a private parameter selected
by CA. Once Bob accepts Alice as his friends, he issues her
a commitmentτF.Q = gThs based on the trust level that Bob
evaluates on Alice, wheres ∈ Zq is a random number selected
by Bob. Moreover, Bob stores the commitment for responding
queries or recommendation requests from Alice, in the sense
that Alice or her friends may use pseudonyms to communicate
with Bob, but they need to show the commitment so that Bob
can ensure the trust relationship established with his 1-hop
friend, Alice. Besides, the hiding property of the Pederson
commitment scheme guarantee that as a trustee, Alice is not
able to uncover the trust level given by Bob.

1. If X is a set,|X| means its cardinality; ifX is a number,|X| denotes
the length of bits representing the number.

4.2.3 Privacy-preserving Anonymous Communication
After giving the corresponding pseudonym sets to close
friends, OSN users within 1-hop can initiate the anony-
mous communication. For privacy concerns, we design
the following scheme to hide users’ identities during the
recommendation process. Suppose Bob issues Alice sev-
eral parameters for Alice to contact Bob in the future:
EpkQ

(PSF.Q), exp, σskF
(EpkQ

(PSF.Q)||exp), where E(·)
denotes the ID-based encryption scheme. Note that the
pseudonyms in the set will be arranged in a random order
concatenated with each other, which is denoted as||. The
“exp” represents the expiration time for thePSF.Q, in the
sense that if the expiration time passes, the friends cannotuse
the original pseudonym set for establishing the anonymous
communication. Since the users in the OSNs need to obtain
friends’ names for communication, we cannot hide users’
IDs when they initiate the friendship establishment. To some
extent, the reason that we implement the social approach
for anonymous communication is to hide the identity and
network address during the recommendation procedure, not
in the initiation step. Thus, exposing the real identity in this
stage does not impair users’ privacy.

Q.jQ F.i F

Close Friend

End User

Information Exchange

Successful Verification 

Fig. 3. Anonymous Close Friend Authentication

In the following, we present a pairing-based anonymous
close friend authentication scheme as shown in Fig. 3. Here,
we define a global hash function̂H(·) which maps an arbitrary
inputs to a fix-length output. The process is as follows:

1. Q → Q.j : EpkQ.j
(PSα

F.Q||skPSα
F.Q

), exp, σQ

2. Q.j → PSβ
F.i : PSα

F.Q, n1, σQ.j

3. PSβ
F.i → Q.j : PSβ

F.i, n2,Φβ,α = Ĥ(n1||n2||0||Kβ,α)

4. Q.j → PSβ
F.i : Φα,β = Ĥ(n1||n2||1||Kα,β)

Note Q.j ∈ FC
Q is one of the close friends of Alice

and σ is the corresponding ID-based signature. ThenQ.j
usesPSα

F.Q as its own pseudonym to authenticate himself
to one of the pseudonyms that Bob gave to Alice during
the previous step, e.g.,PSβ

F.i which is one of Bob’s close
friends. When the trusted user which behaves asPSβ

A.i

receives the packets, he/she will derive the session key as
Kβ,α = e(H(PSα

F.Q), skPS
β

F.i

). ThenPSβ
F.i sends back the

calculatedΦβ,α which includes the session key. Upon receiv-
ing the packets,Q.j derives theKα,β and checks whether
Φβ,α = Ĥ(n1||n2||0||Kα,β), since we can determine the
equation as follows,

Kβ,α = e(H(PSα
F.Q), ςFH(PSβ

F.i))

= e(ςFH(PSα
F.Q), H(PSβ

F.i)) = Kα,β .

Accordingly,Q.j knows thatPSβ
F.i is Bob’s friend as well.

In order to authenticateQ.j to PSβ
F.i, Q.j returnsΦα,β back.

PSβ
F.i can computeĤ(n1||n2||1||Kβ,α) and check whether it

equals to the received packets which includesΦα,β . Therefore,
two OSN users are able to mutually authenticate and securely
communicate with each other.
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4.3 Trust-based Friend Recommendation
The trust-based friend recommendation includes two major
subprotocols, secure social coordinate matching and friend
recommendation process. Based on the matching results (inner
product) of social coordinates and established trust relation-
ships, recommenders determine their recommendation deci-
sion on whether continue to query their friends or not.

4.3.1 Secure social coordinate matching
To achieve the secure social coordinate matching, we apply
the secure kNN scheme in [41] and modify it as shown in
Algorithm 1. In our scheme, users’ social coordinates can be
formed into a set of binary vectorA. Binary vectorQ is the
social coordinate vector that contains query information,which
can be any possible user’s unique social coordinate in the OSN.
Note thatQ[k] ∈ {0, 1} has the same definition asA[k].

We define the degree of similarity as the inner product of the
above two vectors,P = A·Q. At the beginning of Algorithm
1, CA selects a secret parameterS and two invertible matrices
B1,B2 for each user as shown in Ln. 1-2. From Ln. 3-15, CA
creates the extended vectors̄A and Q̄ for the user’s social
attributes and the queried vector, and further embeds a random
numberr to secure the confidentiality of the matching results
P . Based onS, B1, and B2, CA encrypts extended vectors
as{BT

1 Ā
[1], BT

2 Ā
[2]} andQ̄[2]} as{B−1

1 Q̄[1], B−1
2 Q̄[2]} from

Ln. 16-24. The final matching result can be derived in Ln. 25.
Encrypted Social Coordinate Distribution: As an OSN

user, he/she needs to obtain his/her 1-hop friends’ social
coordinates so that he/she can perform the above matched
operation to derive the “best” matching friends. We ask CA to
generate and distribute encrypted form of users’ social coordi-
nates to OSN users. We suppose both Bob(F) and Carol(R) are
satisfied with the establishment of friendship, in the sensethat
Alice is able to query Bob for the recommendation on Carol
in the future. Then, they mutually store each other’s encrypted
social coordinates. Assuming Bob is trying to add Carol to its
friend list, the distribution process is as follows: (Carolalso
can follow the same procedure to add Bob as Carol’s friend,
respectively), where theΨR.F is a certificate that Carol gives
to Bob, and it allows CA to issue the Carol’s encrypted social
coordinate to Bob. Note thatΨ will not reveal the specific
value of trust level. Bob stores the encrypted social coordinates
of all his 1-hops, which enables him to help recommend
friends. TheCert.Req andCert.Resp are the header of each
of the packets to denote that their purposes are for certificate
request and response, respectively. As we assumed before, all
the communication between CA and each user of the system
in secure channels are supposed to be uncompromisable. In
addition, once there is an update for a particular user, all of
his/her friends need to periodically update the encrypted social
coordinate according to the expiration time, and this process
can be done before the recommendation process initiates.

Query Initiation: Here, we consider two possible search
patterns, social coordinate search and ID search, both of which
can be done via current OSN service. First, we allow OSN
users to search for a fuzzy identity without a specific ID, such
as a user-defined social coordinate vector which represents
the attributes of the user that they may look for, e.g.,a
cardiologist, male, with more than 20 years work experience.
However, without involving the destination user’s consent,
Alice only needs to create the vector and sets the threshold
that meets her desired social coordinates.

1. R → F : EpkF
(ΨR.F ), exp, σskR

(EpkF
(ΨR.F )||exp)

2. F → CA : Cert.Req,ΨR.F , exp
3. CA → F : Cert.Resp,BT

F1Ā
[1]
R ,BT

F2Ā
[2]
R

Algorithm 1 Secure kNN Scheme

1: Randomly choose(n+ 1) bit vectorS
2: Randomly choose(n + 1) × (n + 1) invertible matrices

B1,B2

3: Extend column vectorA to (n+ 1) dimension
4: if 1 6 k 6 n then
5: set Ā[k] = A[k]
6: else
7: set Ā[k] = −0.5||A2||
8: end if
9: Extend column vectorQ to (n+ 1) dimension

10: if 1 6 k 6 n then
11: set Q̄[k] = Q[k]
12: else
13: set Q̄[k] = 1
14: end if
15: Extend Q to (n + 1) dimension Q̄, set the (n + 1)

dimension as1, r > 0, scaleQ̄ as (rQ, r)
16: if S[k] = 0 then
17: set Ā[1][k] = Ā[k], Ā[2][k] = Ā[k]
18: Random set̄Q[1][k], Q̄[2][k], let Q̄[1][k]+Q̄[2][k] = Q̄[k]
19: else
20: Random setĀ[1][k], Ā[2][k], let Ā[1][k]+Ā[2][k] = Ā[k]
21: set Q̄[1][k] = Q̄[k], Q̄[2][k] = Q̄[k]
22: end if
23: Encrypt{Ā[1], Ā[2]} as{BT

1 Ā
[1], BT

2 Ā
[2]}

24: Encrypt{Q̄[1], Q̄[2]} as{B−1
1 Q̄[1], B−1

2 Q̄[2]}
25: return {BT

1 Ā
[1], BT

2 Ā
[2]}·{B−1

1 Q̄[1], B−1
2 Q̄[2]}=rAQ−

0.5r||A2||

On the other hand, when Alice wants to find a particular
OSN user, say David, among all users in the system, apart
from knowing the real ID, Alice should know the encrypted
social coordinate of David in order to let Alice’s friends help
her discover and recommend the trust chain. Similar to the
above process, we do not allow Alice to obtain the plaintext
of David’s social coordinate. So, suppose David(D) agrees
Alice(Q) to search himself,

1. Q → D : Cert.Req, EpkD
(Q), t1, σskQ

(EpkD
(Q)||t1)

2. D → Q : Cert.Resp,
EpkQ

(CD.Q), t2, exp, σskD
(EpkQ

(CD.Q)||t2||exp)

where t1 and t2 are timestamps in order to prevent replay
attack. TheCred.Req andCred.Resp denote the credential
request and response,CD.Q is the credential that David issues
to Alice, meaning that David allows Alice to obtain David’s
encrypted social coordinate and search over the friends in the
system and derive the corresponding trust level.

4.3.2 Trust-based Privacy-Preserving Friend Recom-
mendation
Based on the intuition introduced in Sec. 2.1, we give the
formal definition on our trust-based privacy-preserving rec-
ommendation process on the aspects of trust level and social
coordinate matching results.

Definition 1: Given three users Alice(Q), Bob(F), and Car-
ol(R), Alice and Carol are 1-hop friends of Bob, but they are
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strangers without the existing trust relationship. The trust level
criteria of recommendation process for Bob is

TF.Q > TF.R,

whereTF.Q is Bob’s trust level on Alice, andTF.R is his trust
level on Carol, respectively. Note that the trust relationship
between strangers depends on the 1-hop trust. To extend
Definition 1, we require the following inequality is satisfied,

TR.F > TR.D,

such that Carol is able to recommend to Alice her friend David
after Bob recommends Carol to Alice.

Definition 2: Suppose Alice(Q) has a query vectorQ and
initiates the recommendation scheme, givenPℓ = Aℓ · Q
which denotes theℓ-th recommender (includes 1-hop friend),
the criteria on the matching results should satisfy,

Pℓ =

{

Pℓ+1, if Pℓ+1 > Pℓ

abort, otherwise

in the sense that the inner product of recommended friends’
social coordinates and the query vector should increase when
the recommendation process extends hop-by-hop. Therefore,
Alice continues to extend her trust chain only if the next
recommender better match the current candidates. Otherwise,
she will abort the process and initiate the process from her
1-hop friends.

Recommendation Process:The trust-based recommenda-
tion process should satisfy the above requirements, such that
the trust chain could be set up according to the matching result-
s and the trust requirement. For the completeness, we describe
the whole algorithm pseudo-code in Algorithm 2. According
to previous description, Alice is able to use the credentialCD.Q

to obtain David’s encrypted social coordinate. Besides, Alice
should specify to CA that her 1-hop friends that she wants to
query, so that CA can issue the corresponding encrypted social
coordinate for the matching operation. Assuming the trust
relationships among Alice, Bob, and Carol satisfyDefinition
1, we give the privacy-preserving recommendation process as
follows,

1. Q → CA : FQ.Req, CD.S,ΨA.S, exp, t3
2. CA → Q : FQ.Resp,B−1

Q1Q̄
[1]
D ,B−1

Q2Q̄
[2]
D , t4

3. Q → F : FM.Req,B−1
Q1Q̄

[1]
D ,B−1

Q2Q̄
[2]
D , t5, σQ

4. F → Q : FM.Resp,P1, EKF
(ΨR.F ||exp),

EpkQ
(PSγ

R.F ||pk
δ
R.F /sk

δ
R.F ||τR.F ), t6, σF

Note thatK is a symmetric key shared between CA and each
OSN user, which intends to prevent queriers from learning
each recommender’s certificate. After CA decrypts the certifi-
cateΨ encrypted byK, it returns the corresponding encrypted
social coordinates based onΨ or rejects the query if it expires.
Then, Alice sends the encrypted social coordinates to Bob.
After Bob returns the best matching result on all his friends
to Alice, she sends the query to her stranger Carol and repeats
the same process until she reaches David.

Privacy Preservation Approach: To provide the identity
and social coordinate privacy, we apply parts of the secure
kNN computation scheme [41]–[43] and implement several
modifications. We change the(n+1)-th entry of every user’s
social coordinate set̄A to 1 instead of−0.5||A2|| during the
dimension extension. The extended dimension of each query
vector Q is changed toQ̄ = (rQ, t̄), where t̄ is a random
number selected by OSN users, and they need to reportt̄ to

Algorithm 2 Trust-based privacy-preserving friend recom-
mendation (pseudo-code)

1: for i = 1 → max{hop} do
2: if Pi+1 < Pi then
3: abort;
4: else
5: Q → Ri(F ) : Matching request;
6: Ri(F ) → Q : Return encryptedΨRi(F ).Q;
7: Q → CA : CertificateCD.S, encryptedΨRi(F ).Q;
8: CA → Q : Social CoordinateB−1

Ri1
Q̄

[1]
D , B−1

Ri2
Q̄

[2]
D ;

9: Q → Ri(F ) : CommitmentτRi.Q,B−1
Ri1

Q̄
[1]
D , B−1

Ri2
Q̄

[2]
D ;

10: for j = 1 → |FRi(F )| do
11: M = {BT

Ri1
Ā

[1]
Ri.j

,BT
Ri2

Ā
[2]
Ri.j

}·{B−1
Ri1

Q̄
[1]
D , B−1

Ri2
Q̄

[2]
D }

12: if TRi.Ri+1
< TRi.Ri−1

andMi < Mi+1 then
13: Choosemax{M} and derivePi;
14: ReturnRi+1 as next recommender;
15: else
16: Choose anotherRi with lower M ;
17: end if
18: end for
19: Ri → S : Ri+1, pk/sk key pair, CommitmentτRi+1.Ri

.
20: end if
21: end for

CA before the encrypted social coordinate distribution. After
Bob receives Alice’s query, Bob first verifies the authenticity of
the query vector. If the vector cannot be verified, he aborts the
algorithm; otherwise, Bob checks all of his friends’ encrypted
social coordinates stored in its local storage to compute the
inner product of two vectors as follows,

M = {BT
F1Ā

[1]
R ,BT

F2Ā
[2]
R } · {B−1

F1Q̄
[1]
D ,B−1

F2Q̄
[2]
D }

= Ā
[1]
R · Q̄

[1]
D + Ā

[2]
R · Q̄

[2]
D

= ĀR · Q̄D = r(AR · QD) + t̄.

Here, we useAR to denote the social coordinates of all the
possible recommenders within 1-hop friendships with Bob,
e.g., Carol. Then, Bob ranks all of the matching results ofM
according to the linearity on bothr and t̄. However, based on
the trust levels that Bob gives on his friends, he only returns
the candidates both have themax{M} and satisfy the trust
level requirement inDefinition 1. Then, with the knowledge of
r andt̄, Alice is able to deriveP1 based on the returnedM . If
the results satisfyDefinition 2, Alice repeats the same process
to query Carol and further recommenders until discovering the
destination user by observing the matching results. Finally, if
all of the social coordinates are matched, the destination user,
David, is reached based on the anonymous trust chain.

4.4 Trust Level Derivation
4.4.1 Design Objective
The basic requirement of trust level derivation process is se-
curely collect the overall trust level based on each individual’s
value on the trust chain. According to the the assumptions in
the previous section, OSN users treat their trust levels on the
friends as privacy and do not want to disclose. To solve this
dilemma, we apply part of the scheme in [44] to derive an
overall value without compromising each user’s private data.
Although there are numerous works discussing how to derive
the overall trust level based on each individual value, few
of them considers the problem of securely collecting without
revealing each value. In this work, we give a possible solution
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on securely collecting and deriving the average trust level[16],
[34] on a particular trust chain.

4.4.2 Basic Construction
In the previous recommendation process, to confirm the receipt
of the next hop’s information and corresponding token, Alice
sends an acknowledgement packet back to each of the recom-
mended strangers. Here, we extend the format of the original
ACK packet into< ACK, sid, ǫQID, exp >, whereACK is
the header of the packet,sid ∈ Z is an sequence number
to guarantee the correctness of packet delivery, andǫQID is a
commitment used to certify the next hop recommender. For
example, Bob verifies theACK packet from Alice and store
ǫQF for a record, in the sense that Bob knows that the record
corresponds to the next hop OSN user, Carol. When an OSN
user sends Bob a packet with this record, Bob sends back the
trust level back to him/her with privacy-preserving approach.
Note that ID should be pseudonyms used for anonymous
communication introduced in previous subsection.

In what follows, we provide a solution to derive the average
trust level on the trust chain to represent the end-to-end trust
level.

Setup:Alice asks CA to choose and publish a random public
generator̂g ∈ G1 andm+ 1 random secretsx0, x1, ..., xm ∈
Zq according to the number of hops,m, where

∑m
i=0 xi = 0.

Then, CA encryptsxi based on the pseudonyms provided by
Alice, such that only OSN users who have been given the
designated pseudonyms can obtain the secret numbers. Here,
we useAgg.Req andAgg.Resp to distinguish the packets,

1. Q → CA : Agg.Req, {ǫQRi
}, {Ri}, HMACKQ

(ǫQRi
||Ri)

2. CA → Ri : Agg.Resp, xi, ǫ
Q
Ri
, HMACKRi

(xi||ǫ
Q
Ri
)

where0 6 i 6 m − 1, and we useR0 to represent Alice’s
1-hop friend (F). Note that HMAC is hash-based message
authentication code. We also referRi as the recommenders’
pseudonyms that the querier used to communicate during
the recommendation process. Similar to other recommenders,
Alice is given the secret numberx0.

Encryption: After receiving the encrypted secret number,
recommenders can encrypt their trust level if they can verify
the authenticity of the packets,

Ri → Q :
EpkQ

(ĝTi+1H0(sid)
xi), σskRi

(EpkQ
(ĝTi+1H0(sid)

xi)),
where the cryptographic hash functionH0 is defined as a map
H0 : Z → G1, and Ti is the trust level fromRi−1 to Ri

(we referR−1 as the querier). Based on the commitmentǫQRi
,

recommenders are able to find out the next recommender that
they send to the querier, such that they can locate their records
and generate the encrypted trust level.

Aggregation:Then, Alice collects all the results coming
from Ri and derives the average value in the following way,

Va = H0(sid)
x0 · ĝT0 ·

m
∏

i=1

ĝTi ·H0(sid)
xi = ĝ

∑m
i=0

Ti ,

whereT0 is the trust level from the querier to her 1-hop friend.
Decryption: To decrypt the sum of

∑m
i=0 Ti, it suffices to

compute the discrete log ofV base withĝ. Since our plaintext
space is relatively small (we can define how fine-grained the
trust level would be), decryption can be achieved through a
brute-force method. We will give an efficiency analysis in
Section V. A better approach would be the Pollard’s lambda

method [45] which requires time roughly square root of the
plaintext space.

Then, Alice can derive the average trust level asT̄ =
∑m

i=0 Ti/(m + 1), which shows an average trust level on
the trust chain. Given this approach, we can modify it into
a more complex transitive trust metric defined in the literature
or consider it in a multi-path scenario, where OSN users can be
reached via different trust chains. We can assign parameters or
weights on different paths to achieve more reasonable results
on deriving end-to-end trust level.

5 THEORETICAL EVALUATION

5.1 Security Analysis
In this subsection, we conduct the security analysis on our
proposed scheme and discuss the possible attacks that our
scheme is able to defend against in each step of the scheme.

5.1.1 Attacks on Friendship Establishment
The identity and network address tracing attacks severely
deteriorate the user privacy and system reliability.Type I and
Type II adversaries may can collect OSN users’ pseudonyms
in order to trace the real identity and the network address.

Type I adversariesmay attempt to uncover the real identity
of a particular OSN user. Our scheme enables OSN users to
establish anonymous trust chain with their strangers, where
users are assigned a set of collision-resistant pseudonymsto
realize anonymous communications. Active adversaries can
observe all the behaviors of a pseudonym, but OSN users
involved with in the recommendation scheme will frequently
change their pseudonyms, which provides the privacy of their
real identities.

Another possible tracing attack can be considered as address
attack, where both the MAC and IP address can become the
targets ofType II adversaries. We suppose every OSN user in
our system is assigned an unique MAC address and a variable
IP address. Fortunately, our scheme is survived from this kind
of attack. Note that our end-to-end communication is based on
the relay of trusted users. Therefore, hidden by trusted users,
the communication only exposes the trusted friends’ MAC
addresses instead of their real MAC addresses, which means
adversaries cannot trace the interacted users by eavesdropping
their MAC addresses. Similarly, we implement the sufficient
large sets of pseudonyms for securing the anonymous commu-
nication, where the address of the pseudonym helps the real
end user hide from disclosing the real IP address. Furthermore,
analyzing the IP addresses of trusted users will not help locate
the real IP address of end user, since the IP addresses of
the friends are independent in the online social networks,
e.g., everyone can have friends all around the world. To the
contrary, revealing the IDs of friends will effectively enhance
the possibility of tracing back the end user, where we use
pseudonyms to prevent the ID from being traced.

5.1.2 Attacks on Trust-based Recommendation
In this process, we mainly discuss the possible attacks on
the social coordinate.Type IV adversaries may intend to
change their social coordinates in order to obtain other’s social
attributes, which mostly happens if adversary performs as
a querier and initiates multiple queries for recommendation.
For example, Alice can change the values of two vectors
B−1
F1Q̄

[1]
D and B−1

F2Q̄
[2]
D , both of which are directly obtained
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from CA. Although they have been encrypted with unknown
parameters, the adversary is able to change the value of each
element in the two vectors, which may result in abnormal
inner product results. However, for a large dimensional vector,
it is still infeasible for the adversary to derive others’ social
coordinates, due to the fact that the original vector has been
changed if the adversary changes the encrypted vectors, in
the sense, he/she cannot tell the difference according to what
he/she has changed. On the other hand,Type IV adversary
may be recommenders, where they intend to change their 1-
hop friends’ encrypted social coordinates with the purpose
of discovering the querier’s social coordinates. For the same
reason, adversaries may fail to find out the true vectors.

One of the design goals is to provide the identity privacy of
the querier, because, for example, the behavior of requiring a
recommendation of a doctor may potentially leak her privacy.
Since we apply the encrypted social coordinate vectors to
query, the privacy of queried information can be preserved.For
theType IV adversarieswho intend to obtain the information
regarding the encrypted social coordinates, they can only
perform the matching operations among their 1-hop friends
and derive the corresponding results. Although they are able
to rank all the results, they cannot find the matching detail
without the value ofr and t̄, e.g., which one of the attributes
are the same. Moreover, due to the insufficient knowledge of
their 1-hop friends, it also prevents them from knowing queried
information. Therefore, we preserve the privacy of the querier
in terms of what she queries and her identity.

5.1.3 Attacks on Trust Level Derivation
During the trust level derivation process theType I adversary
will launch active attacks like bogus data injection and passive
attacks during the packet delivery. By implementing the ID-
based signature scheme on every packet, adding new values
or maliciously replacing the values will not help enhance or
decrease the existing trust level. Because every recommender
issues the signature based on the identity, the querier willnot
accept the result if the verification fails. For the malicious
querier, he/she may want to compromise each recommender’s
trust level on the friend chain. However, no user is able to
derive theTi from ĝTi ·H0(sid)

xi due to the assumption that
Decisional Diffie-Hellman is hard. Note that although we can
utilize brute force or Pollard lambda method to derive

∑

Ti

from ĝ
∑

Ti , we cannot implement the same approaches to
obtain Ti from ĝTi · H(sid)xi due to the plaintext space is
much greater than

∑

Ti and the unknown secretxi.
Another type of attack launched by theType I adversary is

by requesting CA to generate multiple sets of secret numbers
on one trust chain to obtain private trust levels. For example,
the adversary first requests the actual number of hops as 6, and
fraudulent requests 5 for the second time. Then, by comparing
different results with different number of hops, he can discover
the trust level between the recommenders that have been
excluded during the second request. However, our scheme is
able to defend this attack by our anonymous authentication
scheme. Since most recommenders to the querier are strangers,
they use frequently changed pseudonyms during each process.
What the querier obtains during the recommendation process
is a pseudonym that each recommender assigns to his/her
close friends. Therefore, without a clear match between real
identities and trust relationships, the trust level cannotbe
leaked only based on path information.

Type III adversaries, performed as malicious recom-
menders, may compromise the trust level on each trust chain.
During the trust derivation process, they impersonate as good
OSN users and want to obtain trust level on a particular
trust chain that they do not belong to. To overcome this
attack, our scheme requires the samesid during the derivation
process. Without sufficient knowledge of bothsid and the
corresponding secret numberxi, the querier cannot derive
the correct end-to-end trust level. Since the querier has the
recommender records during the recommendation process, the
adversary can be identified during the signature verification
process.

5.2 Complexity Analysis
5.2.1 Storage Cost Analysis
In our simulation settings, we use the degree of the curve as 2,
which gives the element of size 512-bit in bothG1 andG2. For
each OSN user, to store their assigned pseudonyms and key
pairs costs2κ|G1|. The encrypted social coordinates of each
friend may cost 160 bits, and the total storage cost for storing
OSN users’ friends depends on the number of their friends.
Besides, the commitment of trust level for each OSN users’
friend costs|G1|. Based on the observation over Facebook
[46], the total cost for storing the above parameters is lessthan
300KB given the fact that the average number of friends is 150
andκ = 200. We also consider the storage cost for CA. In our
scheme, the key for each OSN user’s social coordinate consists
of an O(n) × O(n) matrix and anO(n) vector. Assuming
there are|V| OSN users in the system, to store all the social
coordinates costsO(|V|n) storage resources. In addition to the
social coordinates, CA also needs to store OSN users’ IDs and
the corresponding pseudonyms, which costsO(|V|). Thus, the
total storage of CA would beO(|V|n + n2), wheren is a
tunable parameter depending the security level of the system.

5.2.2 Communication Cost Analysis
First, we consider the communication cost before the recom-
mendation process. It requiresO(1) between CA and each
OSN user, whileO(N) for storing friends’ encrypted social
coordinates, whereN denotes the number of friends of each
OSN user. Second, during the recommendation process, the
querier needs to communicate with CA forO(ℓ) times. For
the recommendation on the trust chain, it requiresO(ℓN)
to discover the destination users. In the trust level derivation
process, it requiresO(1) between recommenders and CA, and
O(ℓ) between recommenders and the querier.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our scheme, we use the Face-
book dataset [47] and INFOCOM 2006 dataset [48] to analyze
the proposed scheme in terms of routing performance. Based
on the scheme description, we may consider our scheme as a
routing protocol among OSN users, where the routing metric
jointly considers the trust relationships and social coordinate
matching results. Although the INFOCOM dataset that we use
is not a real OSN, we assume that attendees form an OSN
after their frequent social interactions during the conference.
We also highlight theNumber of Average friendsin Table 2
and Number of Average Contact Usersin Table 3, both of
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TABLE 2
Facebook Dataset

University Name Caltech Reed Haverford

Number of Users 762 962 1,446

Length of the Experiment 1 day 1 day 1 day

Number of Existing Friendship33,302 37,624 119,178

Number of Possible Friendship579,882924,482 2,089,470

Number of Average Friends 21.9 19.5 41.2

Social attributes used / Total 7 / 7 7 / 7 7 / 7

TABLE 3
INFOCOM 2006 Dataset

Number of Users 78

Length of the Experiment 4 days

Contact Detection Period 120 sec

Average Contact Duration 511.4 sec

Number of Average Contact User 63.7

Social attributes used / Total 11 / 17

which denote the average degree of nodes in the graph for the
experimental analysis.

In the experimental evaluation, we mainly focus on ana-
lyzing the reachability between two arbitrary users in two
datasets, where the reachability is defined as follows,

Ri =

∑

j Eij

Etotal
,

where Eij is the j-th trust chain between two strangers
involving i recommenders (i+1 hops to reach the destination
user), andEtotal is the total number of possible connections
in the network. In addition, since the INFOCOM 2006 dataset
contains contact duration information, we further utilizethis
to evaluate its impact to the reachability.

For our experiment settings, we use different length of
bits to represent the attribute values, e.g.,gender: male:01,
gender: female:10, or nationality: US: 000001,nationality:
China:100000, where the number of possible values is the
length of the social coordinates. We further use these attribute
sets to represent each OSN user in the experiment. For the
existing relationship and possible relationship, we consider it
as asymmetric pairwise relationships.

6.1.1 Exprimental Results
• Facebook Dataset
First of all, we carry out the analysis on the reachability

of our proposed scheme based on the collected Facebook
data from three universities, California Institute of Technology,
Reed College, and Haverford College. As shown in Fig. 4,
our scheme greatly increases the reachability between two
arbitrary users on Facebook, from 5.74% to 81.56%, 4.07%
to 84.54%, and 5.70% to 89.19%, respectively. The result also
indicates that the multi-hop trust chains between two arbitrary
users could be established via the progressive matching re-
sults on users’ identical attributes. Note that we considerthe
asymmetric friendship chain in our experiment.

Among all the trust chain established between OSN users,
we investigate the distribution of the number of recommenders
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Fig. 4. Reachability Comparison between Existing
Friendship and Our Scheme

on each trust chain in the OSN. As shown in Fig. 5, most
of the newly established trust chains require less than 3
hops for completing the recommendation process, which are
75.9%, 71.2%, and 80.8% for Caltech, Reed, and Haverford,
respectively. Particularly, we want to point out that the num-
bers of ID-based recommendation within 2 hops are 340,332,
477,062, and 1,406,254, which are greater than our scheme
212,664, 250,392, and 783,589. The reason for that is our
scheme will first filter out “unqualified” recommenders, and
only forward to friends whose number of identical attributes
with the destination user is greater than the current matching
result. In addition, the decision on progressive matching results
requiresPℓ+1 > Pℓ, which indicates the possibility of the
equality of identical attributes on two or more consecutive
hops. We can see from Fig. 5, although the compared number
of attributes is 7 in the Facebook dataset, but we may have
multi-hop trust chains including more than 8 recommenders.
Hence, we increase the possibility of reaching more OSN users
that are more than 7 hops away.
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Fig. 5. Reachability Distribution against the Number of
Recommender

• INFOCOM 2006 Dataset
To better evaluate the important role of attributes, we take

a step further to investigate the INFOCOM dataset which
contains more than 17 attribute information. Different from
the Facebook dataset, the users in the dataset are closely
connected according to the contacts. As we can compare from
Table 2 and Table 3, the degree of each user in INFOCOM
dataset is 63.7 (after removal of incorrect records), which
are larger than the numbers in Facebook dataset. However,
some of the contacts either are incorrectly recorded or cannot
reflect real physical contacts. Therefore, we have to evaluate
the impact of the contact duration and the reachability. The
general contact duration for each interaction is shown in Fig.
6, and there are more than 140,000 contacts collected by
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Bluetooth devices. However, most of the contact durations are
less than 2 min, where we consider that the involved users
may not have real interactions, rather, they may just stay in
the transmission range of their Bluetooth devices and leave
the incorrect records.
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Fig. 6. Contact durations in INFOCOM 2006.

In the experimental analysis on INFOCOM dataset, we
raise a generally-accepted hypothesis on evaluating the trust
relationships in our scheme, where more number of contacts
(above certain level of durations) means more trustful [49].
Accordingly, if a pair of users frequently contacts with each
other, we may consider they mutually trust each other com-
pared to other users. The following experiment results compare
the different routing performance given progressive duration
of contact duration (from 0 min to 10 min) and given trust
levels.

We first evaluate the reachability in terms of establishing
trust chain between two OSN users via the multi-hop recom-
mendation process. Based on the observation in Fig. 7, the
1-hop reachability decreases dramatically when the contact
duration is set larger, which has the similar results as in Fig.4.
For the case that contact duration is set to0, the multi-hop
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Fig. 7. Performance Evaluation in INFOCOM 2006.

reachability is as low as 3.5% in Fig. 8(a), which shows
most of the social relationships are formed using 1-hop trust
relationship. For the same reason, we can only find less than4
multi-hop trust chains with at least3 recommenders. However,
with the increment of contact durations, which indicates only
longer interactions are taken into consideration, the multi-hop
social relationships become the major reason that forms the
end-to-end trust relationship. As an example, the reachability
between two strangers increases from 0.08% to 17% on a
three-hop trust chain as shown in Fig.8(a) and Fig.8(d). As
shown in Fig. 8(c), the number of maximum recommenders
on a trust chain achieves to7 with the consideration on trust
level, while arbitrary two strangers are able to connect with
each other within4-hop without each other’s requirement on
trust level. We can clearly see the increase on the number

of recommenders from Fig. 8, where the number of hops
is 6 if we remove the criterion onDefinition 1, while OSN
users create a9-hop trust chain if we apply trust levels in
recommending strangers. Compared with the performance of
Facebook dataset, they share similar decrease trend in terms
of the reachability ratio, but the number of hops and the
corresponding number of possible connections in the Facebook
dataset may be larger than that in the INFOCOM dataset,
because Facebook dataset involves more users and possible
connections.
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Fig. 8. Reachability of the Proposed Scheme VS Contact
Duration

The above observation verifies our motivation on design-
ing the trust-based recommendation scheme, where the trust
relationship can be used to establish multi-hop relationship,
but the subjective trust level would lower its possibility and
further extent the number of hops.

6.1.2 Comparison with Other Schemes
To further evaluate the performance of our scheme, we use the
Facebook dataset to compare the reachability of our scheme
and other recommendation schemes. In this experiment setting,
we calculate the accumulated number of connections between
two arbitrary users in the network. We mainly compare
our scheme with non-recommendation performance (as the
baseline), ID-based recommendation approach [7], and Talash
approach in [8]. As shown in Fig. 9, since traditional ID-
based recommendation schemes lack of ability of extend-
ing recommendation chain, it has the lowest reachability
as 41.65%, 31.15%, and 43.21% in three datasets. Talash
approach achieves better performance due to their analysis
on social attributes, which has the same design intuition with
our work. However, they did not discuss the possibility of
multi-hop chains that are 2 hops, which becomes the main
reason that causes the lower reachability than our scheme. For
our scheme, if we take 1-hop recommendation as successful
trust chain establishment, the accumulative reachabilityratio
will be 85.71%, 88.62%, and 94.90% for Caltech, Reed, and
Haverford, respectively.
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Fig. 9. Comparison with Other Recommendation
Schemes

We also compare our recommendation scheme with some
packet forwarding schemes in social networks in order to
analyze the performance against time constraint. We consider
our approach is comparable with these schemes in terms of
choosing best relay users to improve reachability and reduce
cost. In the following experiment, we choose two well known
approaches, epidemic routing [50] and PROPHET [51], by
using the INFOCOM 2006 dataset as our scheme. In Fig.
10(a), we investigate the reachability changes in corresponding
with the time. The epidemic approach has the best reach-
ability, and it reaches to nearly 89% when the experiment
lasts for more than 16 hours. The reason for that is users
will automatically exchange information when they contact
each other. Although it has the best reachability performance,
this approach brings a lot of network traffic burden. Our
approach is obvious better than the PROPHET approach from
the beginning of the experiment, where the reachability our
scheme is close to 77% by the end of simulation. We also
try to explore the efficiency of our proposed scheme on the
aspect of number of hops. For a recommendation scheme,
less number of hops indicates that queriers would be easier
to establish a multi-hop trust chain. As shown in Fig. 10(b),
the average number of hops of our scheme will reach to4.5
for multi-hop trust chain when the time duration is set to
30min, while other two schemes have more cost on number of
recommenders compared to ours. Generally speaking, in terms
of cost, our scheme outperforms the other two schemes when
the contact duration is set less than 12min. For the delivery
ratio, our scheme is better than PROPHET. In corresponding
to the results in Fig. 7, we use multi-hop trust chain and
attribute matching approach to compensate the deficiency the
reachability given by 1-hop friendship, and efficiently achieve
better reachability in terms of number of recommenders.

6.2 Efficiency Analysis
We will discuss the computational cost of our scheme in
different stages. We use Pairing-based Cryptography (0.5.12)
Library to implement our simulation. We take Tate pairing
as our basic pairing operation. The elliptic curve we use for
our scheme is type A. A curve of such type has the form of
y2 = x3 + x. To achieve the 80-bit security level (same as
1024-bit RSA), the order of the curve is around 160 bits, and
the base field isFp where|p| = 512. For the experiments, we
use a laptop with an Intel processor 2.8GHz and 1GB RAM
under the platform Ubuntu 11.10. All the timing reported are
averaged over 100 randomized runs.
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Fig. 10. Comparison with Other Packet Forwarding
Schemes

6.2.1 Privacy-preserving friendship establishment.
The major computational cost for OSN users during this
process is the authentication process. As in [36], our en-
cryption scheme will incur one pairing operations, one scalar
multiplication in G1 and one exponentiation operation over
G2. The decryption process yields one pairing computation
as well. According to [52], the signing process for generating
ID-based signature costs one exponentiation inG2, and one
multiplication in G1, while the verification incurs one expo-
nentiation operation inG2 and two pairing operations. The
verification in securing the anonymous communication will
incur one encryption and one signing. For the trusted user,
it has the burden of one pairing on decryption and one on
verification. Both of the users have to derive the session key,
which costs 1 pairing for each. Therefore, to establish the
anonymous communication between two OSN users will cost
5 pairing operations and 3 exponentiations onG2 for each
one. Based on our results, the exponentiation operation takes
5.3ms, while a pairing operation takes 15.2ms.

6.2.2 Friend recommendation process.
For the recommendation process, the querier consumes2ℓ+2
exponentiation operations overG2 and 3ℓ + 2 pairing op-
erations, whereℓ is the number of recommenders. As each
recommender, they take 3 exponentiation and 3 pairing opera-
tions during this process apart from the matching computation
over encrypted social coordinates. Since we require the 80-bit
security level (same as 1024-bit RSA), we setn > 80 in order
to defend the attack which tries to compromise the encryption
scheme on the social coordinates.

6.2.3 Trust level derivation.
This process incurs 1 pairing and 2 exponentiation operations
for each recommender on the trust chain, while the querier
consumesℓ exponentiations and3ℓ pairing operations. For
implementing the brute-force in deriving the average trustlevel
from ĝ

∑
Ti , according to [44], it takes only 0.3ms to compute

a modular exponentiation using high-speed elliptic curve as
curve25519. The encryption part for the trust level takes
0.6ms. Thus, decryption requires a discrete log which takes
approximately 0.3ms to try each possible plaintext. Based on
our simulation settings, we have the following results in Fig.
11, where we consider the longest trust chain shown in Fig.
8(d).

As we can see from Fig. 11(a), the computational costs in
three phases grow nearly linearly when the number of hops
increases, since the querier mostly repeats the recommendation
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Fig. 11. Computational Cost of the Proposed Scheme.

process until he/she finds the destination user. Especially, the
trust level derivation process consists of two computational
parts, one is decrypting the packets from recommenders, while
the other one is decrypting the end-to-end trust level. However,
comparing to the former part, the computational cost of
decrypting the final results consumes negligible time. Thus, the
total computational cost in this stage is mainly on decrypting
recommenders’ ciphertexts. In general, even if the trust chain
is set up to 9 hops, the total costs for the querier is less than2s.
For each recommender shown in Fig. 11(b), the computational
costs in the friendship establishment and trust level derivation
stages remain flat, where the most consuming part takes less
than 90ms. Particularly, one feature in analyzing the simulation
results is that the computational cost in recommendation phase
slightly drops when the number of hops increases. It may
result from the fact that the number of recommenders’ friends
reduces, such that the time in deriving the matching results
may decrease. Therefore, based on the above analysis, we
show the efficiency of each OSN user in our proposed scheme.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving trust-based
friend recommendation scheme for online social networks,
which enable two strangers establish trust relationships based
on the existing 1-hop friendships. For privacy concerns, we
first design the anonymous close friend authentication scheme
to secure the communication among OSN users. Then, we
apply the secure kNN computation as the running protocol
to derive the encrypted social coordinate matching results.
To derive the objective trust level, we propose a solution to
calculate the average trust level as the transitive overallvalue
without compromising each individual’s trust level. Through
security analysis and experimental evaluation, we have shown
the security and feasibility of the proposed scheme.
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